2024 WISCONSIN CHILI LUNCH

JOIN US ON THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 22ND

The annual Wisconsin Chili Lunch (WCL) supports local food purchasing by encouraging cafeterias to serve a chili dish made with local ingredients in the cafeteria. On February 22nd, cafeterias around the state will participate in the WCL by preparing local chili and celebrating Wisconsin farmers. This event provides a fun way to practice local food procurement and promotion.

The goal of the WCL is to create strong connections between Wisconsin farmers and eaters, and demonstrate how cafeterias can serve Wisconsin grown — even in winter. This statewide chili lunch event inspires nutritious school meals and supports farm-to-institution initiatives throughout the state, while encouraging year-round purchases of local foods.

Learn More and Register on the Wisconsin Chili Lunch Website:
https://healthyliving.extension.wisc.edu/events/chili-lunch/
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Emily Latham, MPH
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